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Abstract:
Based on the available information in many cases it can happen that two objects cannot be distin-

guished. If a set of data is given and in this set two objects have the same attribute values, then these
two objects are called indiscernible. This indiscernibility has an effect on the membership relation, be-
cause in some cases it makes our judgment uncertain about a given object. The uncertainty appears
because if something about an object is needed to be stated, then all the objects that are indiscernible
from the given object must be taken into consideration. The indiscernibility relation is an equivalence
relation which represents background knowledge embedded in an information system. In a Pawlakian
system this relation is used in set approximation. Correlation clustering is a clustering technique which
generates a partition using search algorithms. In the authors’ previous research the possible usage of the
correlation clustering in rough set theory was investigated. In this paper the authors show how different
types of search algorithms affect the set approximation.
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Introduction

In many computer science applications objects are stored in a database. Each of these objects has a
unique ID and other attributes. The ID of an object is only a technical tool and it does not represent any
information about the object itself. In practice, two objects can only be distinguished if they differ in at
least one known attribute value. If we want to decide whether an object belongs to an arbitrary set, based
on the available data, then our decision affects the decision about all the objects that are indiscernible
from the given object.

In this case if we would like to check whether an object is in an arbitrary set then the following three
possibility appear:

• it is sure that the object is in the set if all the objects, that are indiscernible from the given object,
are in the set;

• the object may be in the set if there some objects that are in the set and are indiscernible from the
given object;

• it is sure that the object is not in the set if all the objects, that are indiscernible from the given
object, are not in the set.

So the indiscernibility makes a set vague. The relation and the set theory based on it was developed
by professor Pawlak.

From the theoretical point of view a Pawlakian approximation space (see in [1, 3, 2]) can be charac-
terized by an ordered pair 〈U,R〉 where U is a nonempty set of objects and R is an equivalence relation
on U . In order to approximate an arbitrary subset S of U the following tools have to be introduced:

• the set of base sets: B = {B | B ⊆ U, and x, y ∈ B if xRy}, the partition of U generated by the
equivalence relation R;

• the set of definable sets: DB is an extension of B, and it is given by the following inductive definition:

1. B ⊆ DB;

2. ∅ ∈ DB;

3. if D1, D2 ∈ DB, then D1 ∪D2 ∈ DB.

• the functions l, u form a Pawlakian approximation pair 〈l, u〉, i.e.

1. Dom(l) = Dom(u) = 2U

2. l(S) =
⋃{B | B ∈ B and B ⊆ S};
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Figure 1: A rough set

3. u(S) =
⋃{B | B ∈ B and B ∩ S 6= ∅}.

U is the set of objects. B is the system of base sets which represents the background knowledge. DB

is the set of definable sets which defines how the base sets can be used in the set approximation. The
functions l and u give the lower and upper approximation of a set. The lower approximation contains
objects that surely belong to the set, and the upper approximation contains objects that possibly belong
to the set.

In Fig 1 a set and its lower and upper approximation can be seen. Each rectangle denotes a base set.

Correlation clustering

Data mining is the process of discovering patterns and hidden information in large data sets. The
goal of a data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform it into an under-
standable structure for further use. Clustering is a data mining technique in which the goal is to group
the objects so that the objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other
groups. In many cases the similarity is based on the attribute values of the objects. In most of them,
some kind of distance is used to define the similarity. However, sometimes only nominal data are given.
In this particular case distance can be meaningless. For example, what is the distance between a male
and a female? In this case a similarity relation can be used, which is a tolerance relation. If this relation
holds for two objects, we can say that they are similar. If this relation does not hold then they are dis-
similar. It is easy to prove that this relation is reflexive and symmetric. The transitivity, however, does
not hold necessarily. Correlation clustering is a clustering technique based on a tolerance relation (see
in [5, 6, 7]).

Let V a set of objects and T the similarity relation. The task is to find an R ⊆ V × V equivalence
relation which is closest to the tolerance relation.

A (partial) tolerance relation T (see in [10, 9]) can be represented by a matrixM . Let matrixM = (mij)
be the matrix of the partial relation T of similarity:

mij =





1 i and j are similar
−1 i and j are different
0 otherwise

A relation is called partial if there exist two elements (i, j) such that mij = 0. It means that if we
have an arbitrary relation R ⊆ V × V we have two sets of pairs. Let Rtrue be the set of those pairs of
elements for which the R holds and Rfalse be the one for which R does not hold. If R is partial, then
Rtrue ∪Rfalse ⊆ V × V . If R is total then Rtrue ∪Rfalse = V × V .
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A partition of a set S is a function p : S → N. Objects x, y ∈ S are in the same cluster at partitioning
p, if p(x) = p(y). We treat the following two cases conflicts for any x, y ∈ V :

• (x, y) ∈ T but p(x) 6= p(y)

• (x, y) /∈ T but p(x) = p(y)

The goal is to minimize the number of these conflicts. If their number is 0, the partition is called
perfect. Given the T and R we call this value the distance of the two relations. The partition given this
way, generates an equivalence relation. This relation can be considered as the closest to the tolerance
relation.

The number of partitions can be given by the Bell number (see in [8]) which grows exponentially. For
more than 15 objects, we cannot achieve the optimal partition by exhaustive search. In a practical case,
a search algorithm can be used which can give a quasi optimal partition.

Similarity based rough sets

In practical applications, indiscernibility relation is too strong. Therefore, Pawlakian approximation
spaces have been generalized using tolerance relations (symmetric and reflexive), which are similarity
relations. Covering-based approximation spaces (see [11]) generalize Pawlakian approximation spaces
in two points:

1. R is a tolerance relation;

2. B = {[x] | [x] ⊆ U, x ∈ U and y ∈ [x] if xRy}, where [x] =
{
y | y ∈ U, xRy

}
.

The definitions of definable sets and approximation pairs are the same as before. In these covering
systems each object generates a base set.

Correlation clustering defines a partition. The clusters contain objects that are typically similar to
each other. In our previous work (see in [4]) we showed that this partition can be understood as the
system of base sets. The approximation space given this way has several good properties. The most
important one is that it focuses on the similarity (the tolerance relation) itself and it is different from the
covering type approximation space relying on the tolerance relation.

In reasonable time, correlation clustering can only be solved using search algorithms. However, each
algorithm can provide different clusters. So the system of base sets can also be different. It is a natural
question to ask, how the search algorithms can affect the structure of the base sets.
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